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Abstract—The fast multipole method (FMM) in conjugation with the lifting wavelet-like 
transform (LWLT) scheme is proposed for the scattering analysis of different shaped 
three-dimensional (3-D) perfectly electrical conducting (PEC) objects. As an in space matrix 
compression technique, the method proposed can sparsify the aggregation matrix and 
disaggregation matrix in time. The computational complexity and choice of proper wavelet 
are also discussed. Numerical simulation and complexity analysis have shown that the 
method proposed can speed up agggregation/disaggregation step in FMM with lower 
memory consumed. 
 
Index Terms—Lifting wavelet like transform, Method of moments, Fast multipole method, 
Electromagnetic scattering. 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Electromagnetic scattering problems of arbitrarily shaped three-dimensional (3-D) objects can be 
dealt with by the method of moments (MOM) [1], which has been widely used and deeply 
researched over the past decades. In MOM, a dense matrix equation of order N N×   always 
generated when the surface current density of the object is approximated by N  basis functions. The 
solution of the matrix equation by iterative methods requires a computational complexity of  
2( )O N . 
Over past few years, a number of new techniques have been proposed to reduce the complexity of 
matrix-vector multiplication (MVM) in various iterative methods.  In these new techniques, there 
are the fast multipole method (FMM) [2, 3], the adaptive integral method (AIM) [4], and the 
conjugate gradient-fast Fourier transform (CG-FFT) algorithm [5], etc. The fast multipole method 
and the multilevel fast multiple algorithm (MLFMA) [6, 7] are well known among them, which can 
reduce 2( )O N  for MVM to 1.5( )O N  and ( log )O N N , respectively.  
Another interesting technique is the so-called wavelet transform method [8-10]. Generally, 
wavelets have been applied to the solution of integral equations in two ways. One is to be used 
directly as basis functions and test functions in MOM [11, 12]. The other is the discrete wavelet 
transform (DWT), which is applied to the impedance matrix to obtain a sparse matrix equation in 
wavelet-domain [13, 14]. The applications of wavelet matrix transform have been widely used 
during the past decades. Unfortunately, they are mainly confined to the analysis of two-dimensional 
(2-D) problems, or to special structures such as wire in which the current direction is 
one-dimensional.  
Recently, following the wide application of FMM in computational electromagnetic, many 
approach has been proposed to speed up it.  A new matrix compression technique based on singular 
value decomposition (SVD) is proposed in [15] to compress the aggregation matrix of the FMM. 
By the matrix compressing technique proposed in [16], Martinsson and Rokhlin successfully 
accelerated the kernel-independent FMM in one dimension [17]. 
In this paper, lifting wavelet-like transform (LWLT), as a novel method presented in [18], is 
applied to the FMM to compress the elements in aggregation matrix and disaggregation matrix in 
time, which can further speed up the MVM and save much memory when the FMM is used. 
Numerical results for different shaped three-dimensional objects are considered and computational 
complexity analysis is also considered. Compared with the FMM technique, the application of the 
LWLT to the FMM can accelerate the MVM by factor of two and can save memory with proper 
wavelets selected.  
II. THEORY  
A. Fast Multipole Method 
The electromagnetic scattering analysis of a 3-D arbitrarily shaped conductor can be operated by 
finding the solution of an integral equation where the unknown function is the induced current 
distribution. For perfectly electrically conducting (PEC) objects illuminated by an incident field 
( )iE r , the electric field integral equation (EFIE) is given by  
                                                     1ˆ ˆ( , ) ( ) ( )i
S
dS
jkη′ ′ ′ =⋅ ⋅ ⋅∫t G r r J r t E r                                                     (1) 
for r  on  S , where J  is the unknown current distribution, tˆ  is any unit tangent vector on surface 
S , and ( , )′G r r  is the well-known free-space dyadic Green's function. 
When we apply the method of moments to EFIE, it will yield a matrix equation 
[ ][ ] [ ]mn n mZ x F=                                                                   (2) 
where nx  is the unknown current coefficients and  
( ) ( , ) ( )mn m nS SZ dS dS ′ ′ ′= ∫ ∫t r G r r j ri i                                            (3) 
1 ( ) ( )im mSF dS rjkη= ∫ t r Ei                                                    (4) 
To speed up the matrix-vector multiplication in solution of equation (2), the fast multipole method 
is introduced [19], which provides a sparse decomposition of the dense matrix  [ ]mnZ  in (2):  
near HT= +Z Z V V                                                    (5) 
where nearZ  represents nearby interactions and HTV V  the rest. 
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Since ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆˆ ˆp p θθ φφ− = +I k k , then mpV  has only θ  and ϕ  components. When the number of groups is 
chosen to be N , the computation complexity and memory consumed is reduced to be 
3
2( )O N . 
B. FMM Speed up by Lifting Wavelet- like Transform 
Following the wide application of FMM, how to further accelerate HTV Vx  and reduce memory 
consumed has been a hot topic. The lifting wavelet-like transform is applied in this paper to sparsify 
the aggregation and disaggregation matrix. 
In traditional wavelet-like transform, wavelet transform matrices W  and W  are always 
constructed. Using the identity 
= =WW WW I                                                        (10) 
The far field interactions will be represented by 
H HT T=V Vx V WW WWVx                                            (11) 
Setting * H=V V W  and  =V WV  ,  one can obtain 
*HT T=V Vx V W WVx                                                (12) 
Then the MVM will be completed by the following steps: 
Firstly, HV , V  and T are generated and wavelet matrix transform is applied in time by * H=V V W  
and =V WV  , then *V and V  is a sparse matrix by the threshold mσ .  
Secondly, complete aggregation by 1 =x Vx , and the inverse wavelet transform for 1x  is implement 
by 2 1=x Wx . 
Thirdly, complete translation by 3 2=x Tx . 
Finally, the forward wavelet transform for 3x  is applied by 4 3=x Wx , and the disaggregation is 
completed by *5 4=x V x . 
To save up CPU time and memory consumed for transform matrix, the lifting wavelet-like 
transform is introduced to complete the forward transform and inverse transform. In the LWLT 
scheme, the wavelet transform is directly operated to the object matrix according to factorization of 
the polyphase matrices 
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in which  ( )is z  and ( )it z  are Laurent polynomials, and F  is a nonzero constant. 
Without the help of wavelet transform matrices W  and W , the transform can also be described by 
predict step and update step in lifting scheme, which can be outlined in the following three basic 
operations. 
Split: Divide the original data ( [ ]nx ) into odd subsets ( [ ]o nx ) and even subsets ( [ ]e nx ) 
 
[ ] [2 1]
[ ] [2 ]
o
e
n n
n n
= −⎧⎨ =⎩
x x
x x
                                                       (16) 
Predict: Generate high frequency component [ ]nd  as the error in predicting odd subsets from even 
subsets with prediction operator Q . 
[ ] [ ] ( [ ])o en n Q n= −d x x                                                  (17) 
Update: Generate low frequency component [ ]nc  as a coarse similarity to original signal by 
applying an update operator U  to the high frequency component and being added to even subsets 
[ ] [ ] ( [ ])en n U n= +c x d                                                  (16) 
The operators Q  and U  above can be deduced from the polyphase matrices described in (14) and 
(15). The forward transform is implemented according to 1( )tz−P  and the inverse transform is 
operated by ( )zP , and specific examples can be found in [18]. Take the lifting scheme of Haar 
wavelet for example to give a brief interpretation for how LWLT works.   
For Haar wavelet, the polyphase matrix 1( )tz−P  is given as 
                                                       1
1 02 1 1 1 00( ) 12 0 1 0 12
0 1 2
tz−
⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞ −⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟= ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠
P                                  (17) 
As described above, when the lifting scheme of Haar wavelet applied, the signal (the row or column 
in the matrix) will undergo three basic operations as below: 
( ) (2 1)o l l= +x x                                                   (18) 
( ) (2 )e l l=x x                                                        (19) 
(1) ( ) ( ) ( )o o el l l= −x x x                                              (20) 
(1)( ) 2 ( ) 0.5 ( )e e ol l l= + ⋅x x x                                             (21) 
(1)2( )
2o o
l =x x                                                     (22) 
Just after one level transform, the fluctuation term ox , which can be predicted by the difference of 
the odd and even components, will contain the minor information of the aggregation matrix V (or 
disaggregation matrix *V ).  While the leading term ex , which can be updated by the fluctuation 
term and the even component, will include the major information and properties of  V ( or *V ). The 
fluctuation information of the matrices will leads to the fluctuation of currents. And the noise-like 
fluctuation in currents is expected to be very small and random, which will play little contribution 
for far field scattering analysis and can be neglected, hence many small elements in ox  can be set to 
be zero. In the second level, the similar operations will be used to ex , and the more sparse matrix 
will be obtained after multilevel transform. 
As can be seen from the above description, the sparsified aggregation matrix V  and disaggregation 
matrix *V are obtained while two auxiliary lifting wavelet-like transform is added to the MVM, and 
the complexity of it will be analyzed in the following sections. 
 
C. Choice of Proper Wavelet 
Before the discussion about choice of proper wavelet, we want to give a brief introduce for the 
lifting operations for Daubechies wavelets with different varnishing moments. Similarly to the 
description about Haar wavelet in previous section, the forward transform =x Wx  for Daubechies 
wavelets with two varnishing moments (db2) is implemented according to factorization of the 
polyphase matrix  1( )tz−P   
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and can be operated by following steps: 
( ) (2 )e l l=x x  ;  ( ) (2 1)o l l= +x x                                                             (24) 
(1) ( ) ( )e el l=x x ; (1) ( ) ( ) 3 ( )o o el l l= −x x x                                            (25) 
(2) (1) (1) (1)3 3 2( ) ( ) ( ) ( 1)
4 4e e o o
l l l l−= + + +x x x x ;  (2) (1)( ) ( )o ol l=x x          (26) 
(3) (2)( ) ( )e el l=x x ; (3) (2) (2)( ) ( ) ( 1)o o el l l= + −x x x                                      (27) 
(4) (3)3 1( ) ( )
2e e
l l+=x x ; (4) (3)3 1( ) ( )
2o o
l l−=x x                                 (28) 
(4) ( )e e l=x x ; (4) ( )o o l=x x                                                        (29) 
While the inverse transform is corresponding to ( )zP  and is omitted here for the sake of brevity. 
Similarly, the implemention of forward transform  for Daubechies wavelets with four varnishing 
moments (db4) is given as below: 
( ) (2 )e l l=x x  ;  ( ) (2 1)o l l= +x x                                                       (30) 
(1) ( ) ( )e el l=x x ; (1) ( ) ( ) 1(1) ( 1)o o el l d l= + +x x x                                          (31) 
(2) (1) (1) (1)( ) ( ) 1(1) ( ) 1(2) ( 1)e e o ol l p l p l= + + −x x x x ; (2) (1)( ) ( )o ol l=x x                       (32) 
(3) (2)( ) ( )e el l=x x ; (3) (2) (2) (2)( ) ( ) 2(2) ( 1) 2(1) ( 2)o o e el l d l d l= + + + +x x x x                (33) 
(4) (3) (3) (3)( ) ( ) 2(1) ( ) 2(2) ( 1)e e o ol l p l p l= + + −x x x x ; (4) (3)( ) ( )o ol l=x x                     (34) 
(5) (4)( ) ( )e el l=x x ; (5) (4) (4) (4) (4)( ) ( ) 3(3) ( 2) 3(2) ( 1) 3(1) ( )o o e e el l d x l d x l d x l= + − + − +x x            (35) 
(4)3(1) ( )e ep l=x x ; (4)4(1) ( )o od l=x x                                            (36) 
The coefficients mentiond above can be get from Matlab 7.0 by command function “liftwave( )”, 
and are given in Table I. 
TABLE I   The coefficients in lifting scheme for db4 wavelet 
Predict Coefficients Update Coefficients 
d1   -0.3223 p1   -1.1171   -0.3001 
d2   -0.0188    0.1176 p2    2.1318    0.6364 
d3   -0.4691    0.1400   -0.0248 p3    0.7341 
d4   1.3622  
 
Finally, one can accomplish the forward transform for Daubechies wavelets with eight varnishing 
moments (db8) by following steps: 
( ) (2 )e l l=x x  ;  ( ) (2 1)o l l= +x x                                                       (37) 
(1) ( ) ( )e el l=x x ; (1) (1)( ) ( ) (1) ( )o o el l d l= +x x x                                               (38) 
(2) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1)( ) ( ) (1) ( 1) (2) ( )e e o ol l p l p l= + + +x x x x ; (2) (1)( ) ( )o ol l=x x                            (39) 
(3) (2)( ) ( )e el l=x x ; (3) (2) (2) (2) (2) (2)( ) ( ) (2) ( 2) (1) ( 1)o o e el l d l d l= + − + −x x x x                        (40) 
(4) (3) (2) (3) (2) (3)( ) ( ) (1) ( 3) (2) ( 2)e e o ol l p l p l= + + + +x x x x ; (4) (3)( ) ( )o ol l=x x                       (41) 
(5) (4)( ) ( )e el l=x x ; (5) (4) (3) (4) (3) (4)( ) ( ) (2) ( 4) (1) ( 3)o o e el l d x l d x l= + − + −x x                         (42) 
(6) (5) (3) (5) (3) (5)( ) ( ) (1) ( 5) (2) ( 4)e e o ol l p l p l= + + + +x x x x ; (6) (5)( ) ( )o ol l=x x                      (43) 
            (7) (6)( ) ( )e el l=x x ; (7) (6) (4) (6) (4) (6)( ) ( ) (2) ( 4) (1) ( 3)o o e el l d x l d x l= + − + −x x                       (44) 
(8) (7) (4) (7) (4) (7)( ) ( ) (1) ( 5) (2) ( 4)e e o ol l p l p l= + + + +x x x x ; (8) (7)( ) ( )o ol l=x x                      (45) 
(9) (8)( ) ( )e el l=x x ; (9) (8) (5) (8) (5) (8) (5) (8)( ) ( ) (3) ( 7) (2) ( 6) (1) ( 5)o o e e el l d x l d x l d x l= + − + − + −x x           (46) 
(5) (9)( ) (1) ( )e el p l=x x ; (6) (9)( ) (1) ( )o ol d l=x x                                              (47) 
The lifting coefficients for db8 are given in Table II. 
TABLE II  The coefficients in lifting scheme for db8 wavelet 
Predict Coefficients Update Coefficients 
d1   -5.7496 p1    -0.0523    0.1688 
d2   14.5428   -7.4021 p2    -0.0324    0.0609 
d3   5.8187     -2.7557 p3    0.9453     0.2420 
d4   0.0002     -0.0018 p4    -0.9526   -0.2241 
d5   1.0497     -0.2470    0.0272 p5    3.5494 
d6   0.2817  
 
The number of multiplication operations within the lifting scheme is set to be q  which can be 
counted from the polyphase matrices. If the length of the signal is K , the total computational 
complexity for implementation lifting scheme can be computed by 
                                                             1 1(1 ...)
2 2 4
Kq qK× × + + + =                                                        (48) 
and for Haar, db2, db4, db8, the value of q  is 3, 5, 12, 20, respectively. 
To select proper wavelets tailored to FMM, take a PEC sphere with its diameter of 5λ  ( 12L = ) 
for example, Haar and Daubechies wavelets with different varnishing moments are applied and 
compared here. After the lifting wavelet-like transform by Haar, db2, db4, and db8, a column of V  
is presented in Figure 1. 
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(a)  The elements distribution after Haar wavelet transform. 
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(b)  The elements distribution after two layer db2 transform. 
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(c) The elements distribution after two layer db4 transform. 
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(d) The elements distribution after two layer db8 transform. 
Fig.1 The elements distribution in disaggregation matrix after the application of LWLT 
As one can see from the above figure, and considering the transform complexity and the sparsity, 
db4 is a better choice.  
For a field group with iM  RWG functions and a source group with jN  RWG functions, there are 
22L  elements in each column of V , and in the presented scheme, the LWLT is actually applied to 
V  column by column. Take the matrix V  for example, once a certain column is generated and the 
transform for it is implemented, then the clipping operation is used with the threshold and only the 
left elements in the column are stored. So the proposed method is an in-space and in-time 
compressing technique. The threshold for the m  column is defined by 
( )12 2 2
1
1 ( , ) ( , )
K
m
p
p m p m
K θ ϕ
σ τ
=
= ⋅ +∑ V V                                      (49) 
and numerical simulations show that [0.8,1.2]τ ∈ , and the accuracy is controlled by τ . 
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Fig.2 The elements distribution in aggregation matrix after the application of clipping technique 
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Fig.3 The elements distribution in aggregation matrix obtained by inverse lifting wavelet transform 
from the column presented in Fig. 2, which is compared with the original column in V . 
As can be seen from (c) in Fig.1, most of the elements are far smaller than the others. The results 
after the clipping operation ( 0.9τ = ) is shown in Fig.2 and only about 30% of the total elements are 
left, then the inverse LWLT is implemented and the new column after transform is given in Fig.3 
which agrees well with the original column in V . 
D. Discussions about the computational complexity in MVM for far-field interactions 
As we have mentioned above, when we obtained two sparse matrix V  and *V , two additional 
lifting wavelet-like transform is also added.  To analysis the total complexity, take 
conjugate-gradient (CG) method for example, where exists two MVM [ ][ ]mn nZ α  and [ ] [ ]Tmn nZ α  for 
each iterative operation.  For a problem with N  unknowns, when the total group number is set to 
be N , and take into the operations for translation, the effectiveness can be evaluated by 
4 8 8 4 2 2 1
12 3 33
qNK nq N K nNK nNK q q
nNK n N
ρ ρξ + + + += = + +                             (50) 
where ρ  is the sparsity of V  and *V , n is the total number of iterative operations and 22K L= . 
4 pNK  is consumed by the transformation of  θV , ϕV ,
H
θV  and HϕV , 8np N K  is for 2 1=x Wx  and 
4 3=x Wx , 8 nNKρ  is consumed by 1 =x Vx  and *5 4=x V x , 4nNK  is for 3 2=x Tx , 12nNK  is  for 
HTV Vx  in the traditional FMM. 
For large scale problems, (50) will be approximated by  
2 1
3
ρξ +≈                                                           (51) 
Similarly, the memory saved can be evaluated by 
(4 1) 4 1
5 5
NK
nNK
ρ ρζ + += =                                   (52) 
The translation matrix T  is highly sparse and can be further sparsified through the use of a 
windowed translation operator [20], then the weight for T  is reduced, and the value of ξ  and ζ  
will approach to ρ . 
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS  
To validate the analysis presented in the previous sections, numerical simulation for different 
shaped objects is considered. By conjugate-gradient solver with the same residual error (1e-5), we 
will test the threshold defined in equation (49) and the sparsity (defined as the percentage content of 
nonzero elements) for different shaped objects. Meanwhile, the accuracy of the proposed method 
will be verified by comparing with the analytical solution or the result of traditional FMM method. 
Finally, to show the efficiency of the proposed method, the CPU time and memory consumed for far 
field computation are given in Table III. 
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Fig. 4 The E-plane bistatic RCS of a PEC sphere with a diameter of 5λ  
As the first example, a PEC sphere with a diameter of 9λ , which is illuminated by a plane wave 
propagating in the z direction and E-polarized in the x direction,  is considered. The total number of 
unknowns is 34680 and the unknowns are divided into 194 groups. When the sparsity of 
disaggregation matrix and aggregation matrix is 33.17% ( 0.9τ = , 288K = ) , the bistatic radar cross 
section (RCS) of the sphere computed by the FMM accelerated  by lifting  scheme is compared with 
that of the analytical solution by MIE series and shown in Fig.4, from which we can conclude that 
the proposed method can obtain an accurate solution with sparse disaggregation matrix and 
aggregation matrix. 
 
 Fig. 5 The E-plane bistatic RCS of a PEC cube with a side length of 6λ  
A PEC cube with a side length of 6λ  is considered as the second example. The object is illuminated 
by a plane wave propagating in the z direction and E-polarized in the x direction, and the surface of 
it is discretized into 24300 triangular elements which results into 36450 unknowns. The sparsity of 
disaggregation matrix and aggregation matrix obtained is 30.97% ( 1.1τ = , 288K = ), the 
accelerated FMM method obtained the accurate result more quickly as compared with the 
traditional FMM as shown in Fig.5.  
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(a) Triangular elements discretization of the object     (b) Cross section size description of the object 
Fig.6 The geometrical description of a cuboid with a slot 
The PEC cuboid with a slot shown in Fig.6, which is illuminated by a plane wave propagating in the 
z direction and E-polarized in the x direction, is considered with total unknowns of 19800. With the 
lifting wavelet-like transform is applied to FMM, the sparsity of disaggregation matrix and 
aggregation matrix obtained is 33.8% ( 0.9τ = , 200K = ). As shown in Fig.7, under such sparsity, 
the RCS of the object computed by the accelerated FMM scheme agrees well with that of the 
traditional FMM. 
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Fig. 7 The E-plane bistatic RCS of the PEC cuboid with a slot 
The total CPU time and memory consumed for the MVM in far-field computation is shown in Table 
III. We can conclude that the proposed method can speed up the far-field computation by a factor of 
two with half memory consumed. 
 
 
TABLE III  The CPU time and memory required for the MVM operations of far-field interactions 
CPU time for far field computation 
Memory required for Far-field 
computation Example 
FMM           Accelerated FMM FMM           Accelerated FMM 
Fig. 4 507 seconds 283 seconds 536MB 249MB 
Fig. 5 528 seconds 278 seconds 601MB 271MB 
Fig. 7 334 seconds 179 seconds 158 MB 70 MB 
 
 
IV. CONCLUSION 
The Lifting wavelet-like transform is applied to the fast multipole method to calculate the 
radar cross section of different shaped three-dimensional PEC objects. The implementation of the 
lifting wavelet-like transform is described in detail, and a threshold technique is proposed to form a 
in-time compressing method. By numerical simulation and complexity analysis, we can conclude 
that with the help of proper LWLT scheme, the CPU time and memory consumed by the MVM in 
FMM are reduced by a factor of two. 
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